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Abstract

Variations of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) are associated with 
Northern Hemispheric and global climate shifts. Thermal thresholds of the AMOC have been
found in a hierarchy of numerical circulation models, and there is an increasing body of 
evidence for the existence of highly sensitive AMOC modes where small perturbations can 
cause disproportionately large circulation and hence climatic changes. We discovered such 
thresholds in simulations with the intermediate complexity Earth system model Bern3D, 
which is highly computationally efficient allowing for studying this non-linear behaviour 
systematically over entire glacial cycles. By simulating the AMOC under different magnitudes
of orbitally-paced changes in radiative forcing over the last 800788,000 years, we show that 
up to three thermal thresholds are crossed during glacial cycles in Bern3D, and that thermal 
forcing could have destabilised the AMOC repeatedly. We present the circulation and sea 
ice patterns that characterise the stable circulation modesstates between which thise model 
oscillates during a glacial cycle, and assess how often and when thermal forcing could have 
preconditioned the Bern3D AMOC for abrupt shifts over the last 788800 kyr.

1. Introduction

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) transports warm waters from the 
Southern Hemisphere and the Mexican Gulf towards the Nordic Seas, until the gradually 
cooled salty water lost enough buoyancy and sinks,becomes unstable and the now cool and 
salty water subducts  forming North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). This water mass moves 
southwards along the western boundary of the Atlantic boundary until it encounters the 
denser Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) and slowly rises and upwells in the Southern Ocean,
being ultimately incorporated again either into AABW or the lighter Antarctic Intermediate 
Water (AAIW). The northward heat transport of the AMOC shapes regional and global 
climateclimate by pushing the polar front north by several degrees of latitude, effectively 
producing a milder climate in Europe and Greenland that is milder than predicted from 
latitude/insolation alone (Ruddiman and McIntyre 1981, Bard et al. 1987),. It also affects 
global climate by shiftingmoving the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and monsoon 
systems (Wang et al., 2001, Bozbiyik et al, 2011), and interacting with the regional climate 
and deep water formation in the North Pacific Deep Water Formation and climate (Okazaki 
et al., 2010, Menviel et al., 2012, Praetorius and Mix, 2014). The AMOC furthermore shapes 
biological surface productivity by regulating nutrient supply to the surface ocean in the 
Atlantic and Pacific (Tetard et al., 2017, Joos et al., 2017). On its southward path in the 
Atlantic, itIt influences deep ocean nutrient, carbon, and oxygen concentrations by 
accumulating respired carbon on its southward path in the Atlantic (Broecker, 1991)., and by 
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affecting the ventilation of the Pacific thermocline (Tetard et al., 2017, Joos et al., 2017), By 
affecting primary production and deep ocean carbon storage, AMOC changes alsoand by 
modulateing atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations (e.g., Menviel et al., 2008Fischer 
et al., 2018). Rapid changes in AMOC and hence Atlantic heat and carbon redistribution 
occurred repeatedly during the last glacial, termed Heinrich (Heinrich, 1988, Broecker, 1994)
and Dansgaard-Oeschger events (Oeschger et al., 1984, Dansgaard et al., 1993), whichand 
had regional and global impacts on ecosystems and humans (e.g. Severinghaus et al., 2009,
Timmermann and Friedrich, 2016). Yet, the factors determining AMOC stability in the past 
and future are not fully understood.

As part of the thermo -haline circulation, the AMOC is sensitive to both salinity and thermal 
forcing. Depending on the location of deep water formation in both hemispheres, the AMOC 
can switch between stable circulation states - either gradually or abruptly - as local vertical 
density profilesgradients, sea ice extent, and meridional heat and salinity gradients change.: 
Numerical experiments showed that large freshwater inputs into the North Atlantic can 
theoretically cause abrupt shifts from a vigorous circulation state to a temporarily subdued or
collapsed circulation (e.g. Stocker and Wright, 1991, reviews by Weijer et al., 2019, Jackson 
et al., 2023). Such possible shifts of circulation state shifts were first identified in box models 
(Stommel 1961) and confirmed in intermediate complexity models and global circulation 
models (Jackson and Wood, 2018, review in Jackson et al, 2023). Systematic testing of 
AMOC stability is done more easily in lower complexity models than General Circulation 
Models (GCMs), but the existence of multiple AMOC equilibria seems to be determined by 
the model-dependent existence and strength of feedbacks, with more complex models 
including more, possibly counteracting, feedbacks (Weijer et al., 2019). AMOC bistability 
This mechanism could explain reconstructed sudden AMOC state shifts in the Pleistocene, 
possiblylikely caused by large freshwater fluxes from melting continental ice shields and 
increased iceberg transport into the North Atlantic at the onset of Heinrich Events (Broecker, 
1994, Grousset et al., 2000). Lags between the appearance of ice-rafted debris and the 
reconstructed cooling, however, suggest that freshwater fluxes could have instead acted as 
a positive feedback to AMOC weakening rather than triggering it (Barker et al., 2015). It has 
also been found that the melting Greenland ice sheet could weaken the AMOC in the future, 
if the meltwater gets transported into the convection zones of the Labrador Sea 
(Swingedouw et al., 2022). 

Besides Heinrich eEvent-like AMOC shifts from more to a less vigorous circulation in 
response to strong freshwater forcing, there is increasing evidence for metastable AMOC 
states in-between the glacial and interglacial circulation end-members. In some numerical 
models, and for narrow parameter ranges (e.g. atmospheric CO2 concentrations, ice sheet 
configurations), the AMOC in such intermediate climate states is sensitive to small internal or
external variability and can sustain spontaneous oscillations (e.g. Aeberhardt et al., 2000, 
Knutti et al., 2002, Zhang et al., 2014, Zhang et al., 2017, Brown and Galbraith, 2016, 
Vettoretti et al., 2022, review of CMIP6 models in Malmierca-Vallet et al., 2023). Some of 
these oscillations could be analogues to Dansgaard-Oeschger events that have been 
identified during intermediate glacial climate conditions specifically during Marine Isotope 
Stage (MIS) 3, and are thought to be caused by internal feedbacks that amplifiedy small 
changes of the North Atlantic salinity balance (Zhang et al., 2014, Zhang et al., 2017, 
Vettoretti et al., 2022, Armstrong et al., 2022). Meteoric and terrestrial freshwater supplies to 
the surface ocean are climate sensitive-dependent, as is ice rafting and the salt rejection 
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associated with sea ice formation., and  These processes are thus both impacted by, and 
impacting themselves, the AMOC (Barker et al., 2015). Feedbacks similarly exist for the 
salinity transport from the tropics to the North Atlantic, global circulation patterns and the 
salinity gradients which determine salt transport into the Atlantic basin through the Bering 
Strait, Drake Passage and from the Indian Ocean (e.g. Rahmstorf 1996). Besides salinity 
changes, numerical experiments with GCMs also showed that the vertical temperature 
profiledistribution affects AMOC stability (Haskins et al., 2020). Short-term AMOC weakening
in response to warming has been simulated by a wide range of GCMs (e.g. Mikolajewicz et 
al., 1990, Gregory et al., 2005, Weijer et al., 2020). Thermal forcing of the North Atlantic has 
also been found to cause longer term gradual changes in AMOC strength in intermediate 
and higher resolution models (Manabe and Stouffer, 1993, Stocker and Schmittner, 1997, 
Knorr and Lohmann, 2007, Zhang et al., 2017, Galbraith and Lavergne, 2019),. In addition, 
bistability of AMOC under thermal forcing has been found in uncoupled and coupled GCMs 
(Oka et al., 2012, Klockmann et al., 2018), and thermal forcing, especially of the Southern 
Ocean, as well as bistability and abrupt AMOC state changes similar to freshwater fowhile 
thermal forcings applied to the Southern Ocean can cause  abrupt AMOC state 
transitionschanges similar to hosingfreshwater forcings in the North Atlantic (Oka et al., 
2021, Sherriff-Tadano et al., 2023). An important process in the cooling-driven weakening of 
AMOC is the covering of former deep convection sites with sea ice, which then causes a 
southward shift of deep convection (Oka et al., 2012). Such a southward shift is only 
possible if the water column south of existing convection sites is sufficiently destabilised by 
climate-driven density changes (Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001).

So far, simulations of thermal AMOC thresholds have mostly been conducteddone with 
computationally expensive numerical models, and the implications of the existence of AMOC
instability and thermal thresholds have not been tested across entire glacial cycles. While 
providing crucial process understanding, direct comparisons of these simulations to proxy 
records are therefore challenging.

Here, we demonstrate the existence of hysteresis and mode shifts in the AMOC in the 
intermediate complexity model Bern3D, in the absence of freshwater hosing. Instead, we 
only apply changes in the radiative forcing to the atmosphere-ocean system. We provide a 
comprehensive description of the underlying processes and elucidate the influence of 
radiative changes on the AMOC dynamics in the Bern3D model during orbitally-forced 
glacial-interglacial cycles.

2. Methods

We employed the Bern3D intermediate complexity model  version 2.0 (Müller et al., 2006, 
Roth et al., 2014) to investigate the AMOC behaviour under a wide range of radiative forcing.
The Bern3D model comprises a 3D ocean component with a 40x41 horizontal grid and 32 
depth layers, along with a 2D atmosphere (spatially-explicit energy-moisture balance with 
prescribed wind fields) and dynamic sea-ice. The model explicitly calculates the thermo-
haline circulation with a frictional-geostrophic flow (Edwards et al., 1998) and contains 
parameterizations to account for isopycnal diffusion and eddy-turbulence via the Gent-
McWilliams parameterization (Griffies, 1998). Temperature and salinity are dynamically 
transported by the physical ocean model and respond to static seasonal wind fields and 
changing atmospheric 2D energy and moisture balance, sea ice formation and external 
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forcings. Bern3D explicitly calculates Pacific-Atlantic transport through the Bering Strait, and 
freshwater flux corrections are only imposed in the Weddell Sea, and compensated for in the
Southern Ocean to induce stronger deep water formation (Ritz et al., 2011, Roth et al., 
2014).

Table 1: Overview of the model experiments in this study. In set A, radiative forcing from 
dust is scaled linearly with δ18O and assuming different magnitudes at LGM as given in 
parentheses.

We conducted two sets of simulations with the Bern3D model (Table 1). In set A, comprising 
nine simulations, we fully transiently simulated the last 788800 kyr by imposing changes in 
orbital configuration, ice sheet albedo changes from prescribed variation in ice sheet extent, 
and globally- averaged radiative forcing from the well-mixed greenhouse gases (GHG) CO2 
and CH4 (combined here labelled as the ‘standard forcing’). The runs started from an 
interglacial steady state (50 kyr with pre-industrial (PI) conditions and 2 kyr of re-adjustment 
to the radiative balance of MIS 19c). Orbital (Berger, 1978, Berger and Loutre, 1991), GHG 
(Bereiter et al., 2015, Loulergue et al., 2008, Joos and Spahni, 2008), and ice sheet albedo 
forcing (i.e. the standard forcing) is identical in each run (Fig. 1). Ice sheet albedo extent 
changes are calculatedis based onfollowing the benthic δ18O LR04 stack (Lisiecki & Raymo, 
2005) smoothed by averaging over a 10000-year moving window for the rest of the past 
788800 kyr. 

The LR04 stack was chosen because it is the only complete record with constant temporal 
resolution over the simulated period. In our experiments, we applied spatially-uniform 
rRadiative forcings, to account for  from uncertainties in the glacial radiative balance, e.g. 
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uncertain atmospheric optical depth changes due to changes in aerosols and dust, in 
addition to the better constrained temperature changes due to orbital changes and 
greenhouse gases,  hence termed dust forcing., The scale of this forcing varies between the 
simulations and transiently within each simulation. The maximum LGM  radiative dust 
forcing, defined via the peak LGM value in the smoothed δ18O stack, is a free parameter, 
ranging from 0 to -8 W/m2 relative to PI (Simulations A.0 to A.8), and. To construct the 
forcing, we is scaled the maximum forcing linearly with the smoothed LR04 stack, given the 
close correlation of reconstructed dust fluxes and ice volume likely due to the dominant role 
of wind fields, sea level, and hydrological cycle on dust fluxes (Winckler et al., 2008) to 
achieve a forcing time series. The range of the resulting combined radiative forcing is 
between -3 and -10 W/m2. . This range brackets estimates of maximum reductions in global 
mean radiative forcing at the LGM of 7 - 8 W/m2 due to albedo, greenhouse gas, and aerosol
effects (Albani et al., 2018). The imposed forcings resulted in global mean surface 
temperature (GMST) differences between the LGM and PI of -3 to -9.6 °C. This temperature 
range encompasses most of the LGM-PI range reported in studies investigating the Paleo 
Model Intercomparison Project (PMIP) 2, PMIP3, and PMIP4, which range from -3.1 to -7.2 
°C (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013, Kageyama et al., 2021). 

Furthermore, these simulations are also consistent with proxy-based reconstructions that 
indicate GMST differences between -2 and -8 °C (Tierney et al., 2020), as well as covering 
the -6.1 °C GMST difference as constrained by a recent data assimilation study with the 
CESM model (Tierney et al., 2020). It is important to note that we only considered the 
radiative effect of an assumed uniform distribution of aerosols in our simulations. In reality, 
this distribution would be non-uniform and aerosols would have additional effects on 
atmospheric freshwater fluxes, two factors which are both relevant for AMOC stability 
(Menary et al., 2013) but are poorly constrained for the last 788 kyr. Furthermore, 
fFreshwater fluxes associated with the build-up and disintegration of continental ice sheets 
and glaciers wereare not taken into account in any of the simulations presented here. We 
also keept the topography constant and do not close the Bering Streeait during glacial 
states.

Simulation set B (Tab. 1) was designed to investigate the mechanisms behind radiation-
driven AMOC changes under more idealised boundary conditions. This simulation set 
includes one long run with “slowly” changing radiative forcing (105 kyr, B.slow), five short 
simulations with “fast” changing forcing (25 kyr, B.fast), and four simulations branched off 
from B.slow at different points in time. B.slow started from a pre-industrial state, followed by 
a linearly decreasing negative radiative forcing over 50 kyr, followed by a linear increase of 
forcing back to the initial state also over 50 kyr (Figure 4). We continued the simulation for 
an additional 5 kyr under constant, pre-industrial conditions to let the model re-equilibrate. 
The sSetup of B.fast.PI is analogous to B.slow with the radiation decrease and consecutive 
increase spanning 20 kyrs. The simulations started from a steady state with pre-industrial 
orbital and GHG configuration, and were run with orbital configurations of PI, 21, 30, 50 and 
80 kyrBP (simulations B.fast.PI, B.fast.21ka, B.fast.30ka, B.fast.50ka, B.fast.80ka, 
respectively). 

At four specific time points in B.slow, we branched off simulations to test the AMOC stability 
by keeping all forcings constant, but at the same time applying a small freshwater hosing to 
the North Atlantic (45°N-70°N) with a magnitude of 0.1 Sv over 100 years. If the AMOC is in 
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a stable modestate,  i.e. far from a bifurcation point, it should recover from these freshwater 
perturbations returning to its initial strength, while an unstable AMOC close to a bifurcation 
point should transition into a new circulation mode. 

We incorporated three passive circulation tracers (‘dyes’) in set B. Each of these dye tracers 
is restored to 1 at the surface of a chosen region (Fig. SI.1), and to zero elsewhere in the 
surface ocean, and has no sources or sinks below the surface. In the deep ocean, the dye 
tracer concentration is hence diluted only by mixing with other water masses sourced from 
other regions. These artificial dye tracers allow us to track the dispersal of North Atlantic 
Deep Water (NADW), Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) and Antarctic Bottom Water 
(AABW) in the ocean interior.

3. Results and Discussion

We first investigate the response of the AMOC to changes in orbital configuration and 
radiative forcing as transiently simulated in our 788800 kyr-long simulations of set A. We aim
to provide a comprehensive understanding of radiation-driven AMOC dynamics on glacial-
interglacial timescales. Subsequently, we utilise the more idealised setup of simulation set B 
to further examine the underlying mechanisms driving these changes in more detail.

3.1. AMOC changes over the past eight glacial cycles

Figure 1: Forcings, AMOC and temperature response over the last 125 kyr of simulation 
ensemble A. The upper three panels show July Insolation at 65°N, benthic δ18O (10 kyr 
spline of LR04, Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) used to scale the dust forcing and the combined 
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effect of our dust forcing for each simulation and reconstructed atmospheric CO2 changes 
(Bereiter et al., 2015), smoothed with a second-order lowpass filter (cutoff frequency: 
1/2000). The lower two panels show the 500 yr running mean of simulated AMOC strength 
and GMST deviations from the PI in every simulation of simulation set A. Colours in the 
lower two panels differentiate between simulations with different amplitudes of the radiative 
forcing (see Methods).

In our simulations, radiative forcing- and orbitally-driven temperature changes resulted in 
both gradual and abrupt AMOC shifts during each of the last eight glacial cycles (Fig. SI.2). 
Fig. 1 illustrates the simulated AMOC threshold behaviour during these changes over the 
entire last glacial cycle (past 125 kyr) with the different dust forcing scalings. Abrupt changes
in AMOC strength occuredare present in every simulation, with larger changes occurring 
under stronger forcing. The magnitude of the dust forcing also determinesd the phase of the 
glacial cycle during which the AMOC is most sensitive to radiative forcing: pronounced 
reductions in radiative forcing under strong scaling resulted in a shift to the weakest AMOC 
mode early in the last glacial cycle, which is from then on insensitive to further changes 
induced by additional reductions in radiative forcing later on. Conversely, under weaker 
scaling, the initial decrease in forcing iswas insufficient to shift the AMOC out of its 
interglacial circulation mode.
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Figure 2: Top: Fraction of each simulation in simulation set A (each over 788800 kyr) during 
which a given maximum AMOC strength was simulated. Each row shows the results of one 
simulation, with the simulation ID on the right end of the column in colours that correspond to
the lines in Fig 1. The bins are 0.5 Sv wide and four relative maxima in occurrence, 
exhibiting distinct AMOC modes, I – IV, are indicated by dotted lines. Bottom: AMOC 
streamfunction for the four circulation modes adopted across the last glacial cycle in 
simulation A3.

All simulations revealed multiple intermediate circulation stable statesmodes between the 
glacial and interglacial end-members. These modesstates manifested as distinct bands of 
increased occurrence in Fig 2, which displays the fraction of the entire simulated period of 
788800 kyr during which the AMOC exhibitsed a given maximum strength (binned into 0.5 
Sv intervals). The two intermediate modes II and III are distinguishable by AMOC strength, 
but not differentiable by their meridional temperature or salinity gradients (Fig. SI.4), which 
questions whether these are indeed distinguishable circulation modes or whether these are 
expressions of one single mode can have different AMOC strengths (Lohmann et al. 2023). 
Yet, these circulation modes differ in global mean and Greenland temperatures and North 
Atlantic Sea ice cover, suggesting that they are still separate climate states (Fig. SI.5). Thus,
we identified up to four frequently occurringstable circulation modes in simulation set A that 
can be distinguished by AMOC strength, sea ice and temperature, and three which can be 
distinguished by meridional temperature and salinity gradients. 

AMOC transitioned between these modes across the simulated glacial cycles due to 
radiative forcing (Fig 2). The glacial and interglacial ‘end-member’ circulation modes I and IV
occurred most commonly: The AMOC was in either of these two modes for 62-85% of the 
simulated 788 kyr, depending on the dust forcing scaling. The AMOC was found in the 
intermediate circulation modes II and III most commonly under weak dust forcing. For 
stronger forcings, AMOC transitioned quickly through these modes, which were therefore 
less frequently occupied. Thus, it appears that there is a tendency towards bi-modal AMOC 
stability under strong forcing scaling, where the AMOC was almost exclusively either in the 
glacial or interglacial circulation mode. Once AMOC had adopted the weakest mode, 
additional reductions in radiative forcing only caused minor additional and gradual AMOC 
weakening and did not cause another abrupt transition., although the weakest modestable 
state is never reached in the simulations with the smallest forcing (i.e., the simulations with 
the warmest climate throughout the glacial). 
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The simulations A3 and A4 with intermediate glacial-interglacial temperature changes (LGM-
PI ΔGMST -5 to -6 °C, similar to the -6.1 °C constrained by Tierney et al., 2020) 
predominantly exhibited AMOC evolutions that predominantly transitions between the 
interglacial (modestate I, ~16-17 Sv) and glacial stable statemode (modestate IV, ~11 Sv), 
with two rarer intermediate circulation modes in-between. Further, Figure 2 highlights that 
the magnitude of the applied dust forcing scaling has a marginal effect on the absolute 
AMOC strength in each stable circulation mode. Additional reductions in radiative forcing 
after the AMOC already transitioned to the stable glacial circulation mode only causes minor 
additional AMOC weakening, without going through another abrupt transition. AMOC 
strengths that occur most often during the simulated 788800 kyr are also the most stable 
ones, because they can persist for extended periods, while those that occur rarely in the 
simulations are likely achieved during transitions between more stable modes. In particular, 
the glacial and interglacial ‘end-member’ circulation modesstates I and IV are the most 
stable with the highest occurrences: The AMOC is in either of these two modesstates for 62-
85% of the simulated 788800 kyr in all simulations. The exact number of and partitioning 
between glacial and interglacial modesstates depend on the dust forcing scaling. The AMOC
is found in the intermediate circulation modesstates II and III most commonly under weak 
dust forcing. Instead, for stronger forcings, AMOC transitions quickly through these 
modesstates are increasingly skipped., which therefore become less frequent. Thus, it 
appears that there is a tendency towards bi-modal AMOC stability under strong forcing 
scaling, where the AMOC is only either in the glacial or interglacial circulation modestate. 

Figure 3: Initial annually averaged sea ice cover, meteoric freshwater balance, and the 
density difference over the uppermost 1000 m of the water column in the North Atlantic 
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(upper panel). Changes of the annually averaged sea ice cover, meteoric freshwater 
balance, and the density difference over the uppermost 1000 m of the water column over the
first 30 kyr of simulation B.slow in the lower panel.North Atlantic sea ice extent, annually-
averaged mixed layer depth and differences in surface water density from the interglacial 
circulation state (state I) in the four circulation states identified in Fig 2 for simulation A3. 
Here we defined the mixed layer depth as the most shallow depth at which the density is >= 
0.5 kg/m3 different from the surface density. Contour lines indicate annually averaged sea 
ice coverage.

The interglacial circulation modestate (mode I in Figs. 2 and 3) is characterised by NADW 
formation in the subpolar North Atlantic, specifically south of Greenland and close to the 
British Isles, as indicated by the lowsmall density difference over the upper 1000 m of the 
water column. InAt the first stable intermediate AMOC modestate (II), deep water formation 
is enhanced in the Eastern Atlantic while it weakens in the West as sea ice expands further 
South (Fig. 3). The next intermediate-stable circulation modestate (III) is marked by a 
reduction in deep water formation in the eastern North Atlantic, as thebecause of local water 
column increasingly stratifiesstratification. Weakened dDeep water formation continues 
south of the sea ice edge in the wWestern North Atlantic, albeit substantially weakened. As 
the northwards transport of subtropical water diminishesdweakens under further cooling, the 
AMOC transitionsed into the glacial stable modestate (IV). InDuring this modestate, 
convection in the North Atlantic is strongly reduced and cold,south-flowing fresh 
Arcticsurface waters further stratify the water column off the European coast. At this point, 
additional negative radiative forcing enhances the amplitude of the temperature and salinity 
anomalies but without triggering additional changes infurther altering the North Atlantic 
circulation pattern.

Our simulations covered four glacial cycles before the Mid-Brunhes transition (MBT,) 
between MIS 12 and MIS 11 (~430 ka)) and four thereafter. This transition is marked by a 
shift to warmer interglacials with higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations. There are only 
small differences between the distributions of AMOC modesstates before and after the 
transition between the two time windows (fig SI.2), and none are statistically significant in the
two-sided Smirnov test, which determines the likelihood that two distributions are the same 
(Berger and Zhou, 2014), even at the 50% confidence level.. In simulations A0 and A1 with 
no or weak dust forcing, the differences are largest for the strong, interglacial AMOC states. 
In simulations A2 and A3 with medium dust forcing, differences in the forcing variability 
during glacial phases before and after the MBT are most relevant, and in simulations with 
strong dust forcing the minimum AMOC strength during glacials is most different. None of 
these differences are statistically significant in the two-sided Kolmogrov-Smirnov test, which 
determines the likelihood that two distributions are the same, even at the 50% confidence 
level.

3.2. Processes responsible for the AMOC changes
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Figure 4: Simulation B.slow: (a) Response of the AMOC to changes in radiative forcing 
relative to the pre-industrial. The radiative forcing was linearly decreased over 50 kyr to a 
minimum of -10 W/m2 and then increased again at the same rate. (b) The associated 
hysteresis loop of the AMOC under the radiative forcing, with the inset providing an enlarged
view of the hysteresis loop. 
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Figure 5: Circulation cChanges in ocean properties during the cooling phase in simulation 
B.slow. a) AMOC strength and versus the applied radiative forcing. At four points in time 
throughout B.slow, simulations were branched off to test the stability of the respective 
circulation mode (shown in dark grey). In these simulations, we kept the radiative forcing 
constant but applied a small freshwater perturbation after 500 yrs, before allowing the model 
to re-equilibrate (see Methods). b) AMOC variance calculated in a 50 yr moving window. c) 
Sea ice cover in the North Atlantic between 50-60°N (‘North Atl’, light blue) and the Atlantic 
sector of the Southern Ocean 50-680°S (‘South Atl’, teal). d) Volume fractionpercentage of 
AABW at three different depth intervals in the subpolar North Atlantic (50-60°N). e) SST and 
SSS in the CaribbeanCarribean and Irminger seas. f) Change in the northward salinity 
transport by ocean currents in fFreshwater flux (FWF) equivalents equivalent of marine salt 
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water transport (considering oceanic salinity transport through at different latitudesthe 
southern and northern ocean basin edges (following Liu et al., 2017) over the whole Atlantic 
(35°S-70°N) and the North Atlantic (40°N-70°N). gf) Column-integrated heat flux 
convergence due to ocean circulation and heat loss to the atmosphere (negative = heat loss 
by ocean) for the North Atlantic (40°N-70°N). Dotted vertical grey lines indicate time points in
the simulation at which we branched off stability tests, and at which we analysed water mass
distributions in Fig. 6.

In our simulations, tThe primary processes controlling the AMOC strength under changing 
radiative forcing are density changes due to heat and salinity redistributions. We investigate 
theseis in more detail in experiment B.slow (Fig. 4 and 5). TAs shown in Fig. 4, this 
experiment is characterised by a slow linear decrease in radiative forcing over 50 kyr, before
it is increased againreturned to the pre-industrial value with the same rate of change (Fig. 
4)over the same time period. Fig. 5 shows that how the AMOC, salinity, oceanmarine heat 
transport, and sea ice in the North Atlantic change in response to the gradual reduction in 
radiative forcing: AMOC weakened gradually over the first 24 kyr, then weakened abruptly 
by 1 Sv at 24 kyr into the simulation and by ~3 Sv at 27 kyr, and then continued to weaken 
gradually until the forcing is reversed (Fig. 5a). The modelled abrupt transitions to weaker 
AMOC circulation states are mainly caused by density changes in the North Atlantic, and 
effectively exert a weak freshwater ‘hosing’ (i.e. shift to a more positive freshwater balance) 
in the North Atlantic (Fig. 5fe). In addition to the abrupt transition in AMOC strength, we 
found several additional rapid changes in AMOC variability, heat, and salt fluxes (Fig. 5) and 
regional density profiles (Fig. SI.7-9) which were not associated with persistent changes in 
AMOC strength, e.g. at 6 kyr into the simulation. In fact, experiment B.slow shows that a 
cascade of changes with little effect on the mean AMOC strength occur before the first 
abrupt AMOC weakening after 24 kyr. Since these changes might partially be artefacts of 
our coarse model resolution, we here only focus on the larger scale changes instead. 
Initially, the whole Atlantic surface ocean cooled and freshened, leaving the temperature and
salinity differences between the Irminger and Caribbean Seas almost unchanged (Fig 5e). 
However, NADW became less salty and colder as a consequence of the changes in the 
surface ocean (not shown) and the vertical density profiles in the subpolar North Atlantic 
steepened due to the temperature and salinity changes (Fig. SI.7-8). heat and salt transport 
into the North Atlantic and North Atlantic sea ice still show little change. Simultaneously, 
cCooling of the Southern Ocean, instead, enhances Southern deep water formation and 
leads to the expansion of sea ice in the Southern Hemisphere early on in the simulation. The
resulting strengthening and cooling of AABW spreads an abyssal cold anomaly north into the
Atlantic basin,  . This slowly stabilises the vertical density profile in the North Atlantic from 
below. Therefore, the response to the reduced radiative forcing involves two processes that 
operate on very different time scales.

After about 6 kyr, the changes in the North Atlantic density profile shifted the location of 
NADW formation. NADW formation moved south as vertical density profiles in the subpolar 
east North Atlantic stabilised under a freshening of the surface and density profiles further 
south steepened due to surface cooling combined with subsurface warming (Fig. SI.7-9). 
These changes did not cause a step-change in AMOC strength, but the AMOC starts to 
weaken as hfreshwater and heat advection into the North Atlantic iswas reduced,  and sea 
ice expansion increasesstarts in the eastern North Atlantic, and AMOC variance (calculated 
over a moving 50-year window) is increased (Fig. 5). Transport of heat and salinity into the 
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North Atlantic decreases (Fig. 5f, g) and North Atlantic SST and SSS decrease (Fig. 5e). 
The reduced influx of subtropical surface waters also caused abrupt cooling and freshening 
in the Irminger Sea (Fig. SI.8). The weakened AMOC reduces heat advection increases salt 
transport into the Southern North Atlantic (Fig. 5f and g)and, while the surface of the 
Irminger Sea freshens and cools due to reduced influx of southern water (Fig. 5e and SI.6). 
together with decreasing subtropical evaporation, salt transport from the subtropics into the 
North Atlantic. At the same time, the continued cooling of the Southern Ocean raises 
Southern Ocean deep water formation rates and cools AABW, spreading an abyssal cold 
anomaly north into the Atlantic basin (Fig. ). Due to tThe subsequent chain of events 
involves a continuous increase in deep water formation in the Southern Ocean and a 
reduction in northward transport of salt and heat, t. The surface high-latitude North Atlantic 
gradually freshens while the deep becomes increasingly filled with cold, salty AABWand 
AABW continues to expand northwards. At 24 kyr into the simulation, the AMOC hasd 
weakened to ~14.5 Sv and sea ice cover extended south of the Irminger Sea (Fig SI.11). At 
this point, the AMOC strength dropsped abruptly by 1 Sv, and then by an additional 3 Sv ~3 
kyr later, as the reduced salinity advection into the North Atlantic and precipitation and 
evaporation changes led to a strong surface freshening. reduced salinity advection into the 
North Atlanticlead to a strong surface freshening effectively constitutes a weak freshwater 
hosing and heat convergence, an indicator for a reduced reach of AMOC-related heat 
advection, is reduced off the British Isles (Fig. ).  This Both shifts in AMOC strength are 
accompanied by results in large salinity decreases in the North Atlantic (Fig. SI.6-7), an 
increased spread of AABW into the North Atlantic and diminished sinking and heat 
convergence (Fig. 5). As a result of the North Atlantic density changes, As the latitudinal 
salinity gradient increases weakens further and AABW increasingly fills the deep North 
Atlantic, 27 kyr into the simulation heat advection to >55 °N stops entirely and the main 
North Atlantic convection site shiftsed southwards (determined by changes in the vertical 
density profiles, Fig SI.10). During this shift, the AMOC strength decreases by an additional 
2.5 Sv. Arctic waters enter the subpolar North Atlantic along the European continent, 
stratifying the water column in the region and consolidating the southward shift of the 
downwelling region.  Sea ice also increasingly coversed former areas of deep water 
formation in the North Atlantic. In the weakest circulation modestate, the location of the 
maximum AMOC streamfunction shiftsed southwards by approximately 10 degrees and up 
in the water column by 400 m initially (28.5 kyr) and eventually almost 800 m (47 kyr). This 
shift allowsed cold, less dense arctic water masses to extend further south into the North 
Atlantic.

In the Southern Ocean, the cooling enhanced Southern Ocean deep water formation early 
on in the experiment and led to a continuous expansion of sea ice in the Southern 
Hemisphere. The biggest AMOC weakening at ~27 kyr was also accompanied by a weak 
bipolar seesaw effect (Stocker and Johnsen, 2003), which caused a temporary decline in 
sea ice coverage in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean (Fig. 5). It is, however, too 
small to reduce the radiation-driven sea ice increase in the longer term. 
Both shifts in AMOC strength were accompanied by an increased spread of AABW into the 
North Atlantic (Fig. 5d).
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Figure 6: Atlantic water mass distributions at the five time slices of our simulation B.slow 
indicated in Fig. 5. Each row shows the zonally-averaged contribution of water sourced in 
one of three regions: the North Atlantic (upper row), the Southern Ocean (middle row), and 
the Southern Atlantic (bottom row), diagnosed with three passive dye tracers. Fig. SI.1 
shows the spatial pattern of our dye forcing.

The changes in the AMOC streamfunction associated with the decreasing radiative forcing in
experiment B.slow bear close resemblance to the changes we observed in the transient 
experiment set A during AMOC transitions from the interglacial to the glacial circulation 
modestate (Fig. 6 and Fig. SI.125 - SI.148).
 
We tracked the effects of these circulation changes on the Atlantic distribution of 
intermediate and deep water masses as diagnosed from artificial dye tracersby simulating 
the mixing of circulation tracers (dyes) from downwelling regions (see fFig SI.1 for their 
source regions). Figure 6 shows that, during the first 23 kyr of our simulation, AABW slowly 
spreads further North and occupiesd increasingly shallower depths while the northward 
reach of AAIW was reducedis reduced. Accordingly, NADW shoalsed as it iwas unable to 
fully replace AABW in the deep North Atlantic. The reduced export of NADW also leads to a 
decrease in its southward extent, contracting to 40 °S. The first abrupt shift in AMOC 
strength occursred at 24.5 kyr in B.slow and had only small effects on the water mass 
distribution. It mainly led to a reduced fractionconcentration of NADW at intermediate depths
of the North Atlantic >45°N and a small increase of AABW concentration in the abyssal 
North Atlantic (Fig. 5d). The following AMOC shift at 27 ka reduced its strength by more than
3 Sv and iwas hence also more strongly expressed in changes in the water mass 
distributions. and isIt iwas accompanied by a further reduction of NADW export into the deep
Atlantic, before it  wais entirely replaced by AABW at depths below ~3.5 km in the weakest 
circulation modestate. The continued shoaling of NADW increasingly replaces AAIW was 
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increasingly curtailedreduced in its northward reach, at intermediate depths until itthe latter  
effectively no longer extendsed toward the equator (<10%). 

The simulated step changes in AMOC strength Iin our simulations ,  are thus the response to
gradual changes in temperature and salt and freshwater fluxes, and occur when NADW 
formation shifts southwards. The resulting redistribution of heat and salinity cause sudden 
shifts in the vertical density profiles and sea ice expansion which consolidate the new 
circulation state. In summary, in our simulation deep convection diminishedsinking slows first
in the Irminger Sea while deep water formation continued in the subpolar Northeast Atlantic 
and south of Greenland. As sea ice extended into the Eastern North Atlantic south of 
Greenland and vertical density profiles steepened further south, the northward reach of the 
AMOC was restricted and a new stable circulation mode was established with increased sea
ice cover >55 °N. The weakened northwestward transport of heat and salt due to the 
reduced AMOC strength led to a relatively fresh and cold eastern North Atlantic, stabilising 
the water column in the region and producing another stable AMOC mode. feedbacks to the 
applied forcing arise when density changes affect the advection of heat and salt or when sea
ice form. We observed the feedback initially stabilising the overturning circulation is the 
compensation of surface cooling by increased heat advection into the North Atlantic. As the 
climate cools, sea ice expands and its southern edge in the North Atlantic approaches the 
downwelling locations. In addition, weakened northward transport reduces heat advection 
and subtropical evaporation weakens the meridional salinity gradient in the North Atlantic.  
The simulated step changes in AMOC strength in our simulations are thus the response to 
gradual surface cooling and freshening, and occur when NADW formation shifts southwards.
The resulting redistributions of heat and salinity cause sudden shifts in the vertical density 
profiles and sea ice expansion which consolidate the new circulation mode (Ando and Oka, 
2021). In particular, reduced advection of heat and salinity into former locations of deep 
water formation resulted in a more stable local water column (Fig. SI.7-9). The deep water 
formation regionsdownwelling zones are sensitive to heat and salt flux changes, because 
any reduction in sea surface temperatures (SST) increases surface density but 
simultaneouslyand additionally reduces evaporation in ice-free areas, thus effectively 
creating a small freshwater forcing and a negativepositive feedback to the buoyancy 
changes caused by the initial SST decrease. Sea ice covering the downwelling areas 
stabilisesstabilise the water column acts as a strong negative feedback by preventing 
surface ocean cooling and evaporation. The progressive influx of AABW into the North 
Atlantic is a further process stabilising new circulation modes by stratifying the water column 
from below (Buizert and Schmittner, 2015)., stratifying the underlying water column. Sinking 
slows down first in the Irminger Sea while deep water formation continues in the Northeast 
Atlantic and south of Greenland stabilising the new circulation state. As sea ice extends into 
the Eastern North Atlantic, the northward reach of the AMOC is restricted and a new stable 
circulation state is established with increased sea ice cover >55 °N. The weakened 
northwestward transport of heat and salt due to the reduced AMOC strength leads to the 
influx of relatively fresh Arctic waters into the a relatively fresh and cold North Atlantic, 
stabilising the water column in the entire region and producing another stable AMOC state. 
The difference between freshwater transport into the South Atlantic at 32°S and into the 
Arctic at 62.5°N in Fig. 5f can be used as a measure for the basin-wide salinity feedback 
(Rahmstorf, 1996, de Vries and Weber, 2005). In our simulation, changes in this metric were
predominantly caused by changes in the transport across the northern edge, since transport 
into the South Atlantic remained almost unchanged throughout the cooling phase of B.slow. 
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North Atlantic salinity is instead governed by changing transport from the subtropics into the 
North Atlantic and between the North Atlantic and Arctic. As such, the processes involved in 
the sudden AMOC strength changes, namely density changes in the upper water column, 
and those that stabilised new circulation modes (salinity and heat redistributions, sea ice 
expansion) mostly operated in the North Atlantic region. 

The negative feedbacks stabilising the two intermediate circulation states are weaker than 
those that stabilise the interglacial and glacial states. In the simulations with high the 
strongest radiative forcing, the AMOC still transitions into these intermediate circulation 
states but does not persist in them for long. Instead, it is immediately pushed into the next 
state, until it reaches the more stable glacial or interglacial state. Our stability 
experimentstests demonstrated that the circulation modesstates before and after the abrupt 
shifts recovered from small freshwater perturbations, and can thus arebe considered stable, 
i.e.  sufficiently far from bifurcation points to recover from the small perturbationstates (Fig. 
5a, Fig. SI.63). In these branched off sensitivity tests, the circulation mode adopted before 
the first AMOC threshold (at ~24 kyr), showed increased variability developed and possibly 
minor self-sustained oscillations in the order of 0.5 Sv. The next stable circulation mode (~25
kyr) respondsed most strongly to small freshwater perturbations and iwas also the only 
circulation modestate in our simulation which showsed increasing AMOC variability (as 
determined by an increase in its variance) while as it approachesing the next threshold (Fig. 
5a, Fig. SI.64). When the forcing wasis reversed, the radiation increase gradually 
strengthensed the AMOC until it rapidly transitionsed back into the stronger circulation 
modestate when North Atlantic sea ice hasd receded sufficiently for a northward shift of the 
convection sites and evaporation and salinity transport resumed. The radiative forcing at 
which the AMOC transitionsed from one circulation modestate to the other iwas not equal for
decreasing and increasing radiative forcing: . Following typical hysteresis behaviour, a 
stronger negative radiative forcing iwas required to push the AMOC into its weak circulation 
modestate than for the transition out of it (Fig. 4b).

Our sensitivity tests with different orbital configurations indicated that the existence of AMOC
thresholds  and hysteresis behaviour under radiative forcing iwas not dependent on the initial
orbital configuration. However, the AMOC iwas slightly more sensitive to perturbations when 
initiated with the orbital configuration equivalent to 30 ka before the present. In this case, the
threshold for the AMOC to transition to its weaker modestate iwas reached ~1 kyr earlier 
than under PI or 50 ka orbital configurations (simulations B.short.30ka, B.short.PI, Fig. 
SI.159). The processes that affect AMOC behaviour in simulation set B also caused AMOC 
changes over the transiently simulated 788800 kyr in simulation set A, but the circulation 
modesstates adopted varyied slightly in sea ice extent, hydrological cycle and salinity 
distribution under varying orbital configurations.

3.3. Comparison with other modelling studies and proxy data

In our transient simulations covering the past 788800 kyr, the AMOC strength decreasesd 
during glacial phases solely due to changes in buoyancy, the hydrological cycle and sea ice 
that arwere induced by orbital, greenhouse gas, and the additional radiative cooling dust-
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driven temperature changes. The existence of multiple stable AMOC modesstates under 
varying thermal or radiative forcings has been found in various GCMs (e.g. Knorr and 
Lohmann, 2007, Oka et al., 2012, Banderas et al., 2012, Brown and Galbraith, 2016, Zhang 
et al., 2017, Klockmann et al., 2018). In agreement with previous studies, we found multiple 
persistent(meta)stable AMOC circulation modes with distinct AMOC strengths for radiative 
forcing levels between full glacial and interglacial climate states. Moreover, we found that the
transitions between these modes occur abruptly, some within as little as 100 years. In 
accordance with Lohmann et al. (2023), we found that these shifts in AMOC strengths are 
preceded by cascades of density and circulation field changes, the number and sequence of 
which depend on the strength of the forcing. Similar to the findings from observations made 
by Oka et al. (2021), these AMOC transitions arise primarilymainly from salt redistribution in 
the ocean and sea ice expansion into deep convection zones, though in our simulations heat
advection is important too. 

In our simulations, each transition in AMOC strength iwas associated with a shift in the 
convergence of heat and salt fluxes and a southward expansion of sea ice into the North 
Atlantic. Sea ice cover which increasingly decouples the surface ocean buoyancy from the 
atmosphere. In the intermediatemeta-stable statesmodes, locations with steep density 
gradients are close to a critical annually-averaged sea ice coverthe density gradients in the 
main North Atlantic deep convection zones are strongly dependent on surface buoyancy 
fluxes from the atmosphere. In these modesstates, small changes in the meteoric freshwater
balancebuoyancy or sea ice cover can cause large changes in surface buoyancy and  the 
extent and location ofcause resumption or cessation of deep convection, which makes the 
AMOC sensitive to small perturbations. The AMOC iwas only pushed into its weakest state 
when the net heat advection into the North Atlantic is strongly reduced has ceased and all 
former convection sites in the subpolar North Atlantic awere sea ice-covered and heat 
convergence in the North Atlantic was strongly reduced. 

In their examination of thermal forcing of both hemispheres, Oka et al. (2021) found that 
thermal AMOC thresholds only exist in the ocean-only model COCO, the ocean component 
of MIROC,MIROC model if the Southern Hemisphere is cooled more than the Northern 
Hemisphere. In contrast, Zhang et al. (2017) found sudden AMOC changes due to well-
mixed greenhouse gas changes without a special focus on the Southern Hemispherees. In 
our simulations with Bern3D, we also fiound thermal thresholds also with similar cooling 
rates in both hemispheres, but only after salinity redistributions and changing meteoric 
freshwater fluxes in response toapplying global cooling for about six thousand years of 
global cooling. 

It would could thus be interesting to test whether models seemingly without thermal 
thresholds under North Hemispheric cooling can reach such thresholds on the timescale of 
tens of thousand years. that thermal thresholds are less identifiablewere previously not 
identified in the higher resolution models COCO because of shorter simulation times or 
different forcing magnitudes, and that thermal thresholds might bunder North Hemispheric 
cooling on the timescale of millenia. It is also possible thatAnother possibility is that changing
meteoric freshwater fluxes are essential for the existence of such a thermal threshold, which 
does not therefore appear in an ocean model withoutthe AMOC in our simulations responds 
differently to cooling, as our simulations include effects of a thermally responsive 
atmosphere with a climate-driven freshwater balance. It is well established that tThe depth-
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integrated meridional density gradient in the North Atlantic plays a crucial role in determining
the strength of convection and hence AMOC strength (De Boer et al., 2010, Johnson et al., 
2019). In our simulations, this gradient is controlled by the meridional temperature gradient, 
the northward transport of subtropical waters which is regulated by the AMOC, and the 
meteoric freshwater balance. In a model with a dynamic energy moisture balance 
componentclimate-sensitive meteoric freshwater balance, atmosphericcClimate cooling 
reduces evaporation and, the water-holding capacity of the atmosphere and the atmospheric
poleward transport of moisture. With this feedback enabledIn such a model, cooling can then
affect seawater density directly via changing temperatures, and indirectly via changing the 
meteoric freshwater balance and surfaceseawater salinitiesy. These changes would induce 
additional kinematic changes (i.e., in the wind fields) in fully dynamic atmosphere modelsIn 
this context, it is also important to consider spatial changes in atmospheric dynamics, 
butwhich are kept constant in our simulations, i.e. the moisture content of air changes with 
climate but not the direction or strength of winds which disperse it. In our model, a decrease 
in the water-holding capacity of air therefore directly leads to a reduction of the large-scale 
atmospheric moisture transport from low to high latitudes. Accordingly, wind stress fields are 
also kept constant here. Changes in wind stress have been documented toSeveral studies 
found that wind stress changes in the North Atlantic and Southern ocean are exert important 
controls on AMOC stability (e.g. Arzel et al., 2008, Yang et al., 2016) and thermal thresholds 
(Oka et al., 2012). These effects have been investigated in detail with the Bern3D model by 
Pöppelmeier et al. (2021) focusing on LGM boundary conditions.The specific effects of 
atmospheric dynamics on meteoric freshwater forcing on AMOC would be an additional 
relevant topic for future studies. Consequently, an additional positive feedback mechanism is
established, whereby cooling causes freshwater balance changes and thereby alter the 
meridional salinity gradient which, in addition to changed ocean circulation and thermal 
insulation from sea ice formation, influences AMOC stability and affects the stabilities of the 
different circulation states. 

The primary importance of salinity and heat redistributions as well as sea ice extent in the 
North Atlantic for the simulated AMOC shifts resembles the findings from Ando and Oka 
(2021)’s hosing experiments under LGM conditions and Zhang et al. (2017)’s simulations of 
AMOC shifts in response to CO2 changes under intermediatehalf-glacial conditions. While 
our experiments were run with pre-industrial topography, sea level and wind fields, the initial 
location of convection sites between Greenland and the British Islands (areas with lowest 
density differences over upper 1000 m in Fig. SI.11) resembles the LGM and 
intermediatehalf-glacial circulation modes in Ando and Oka (2021) and Zhang et al. (2017). 

Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001) found that the possibility of a southward shift of deep 
convection depends on the latitude of prior deep convection and the density field further 
south, and Oka et al. (2012) showed that the location of deep convection and its distance 
from the winter sea ice edge defineshape thermal thresholds in AMOC strength. Several 
controls on the location and strength of deep convection in the North Atlantic, that would 
have affected AMOC stability over glacial cycles, have been established. The location of 
deep convection is dependent on wind fields, climate and sea level/bathymetry (Ganopolski 
and Rahmstorf, 2001, Oka et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2017), and thus the thermal AMOC 
thresholds are model and forcing dependent (Oka et al., 2012). Our simulations capture the 
albedo effect of varying terrestrial ice sheet extent, but we did not consider their orography 
or sea level effects, including impacts on the atmospheric circulation, which were shown to 
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affect AMOC (Li and Born, 2019; Pöppelmeier et al., 2021). Previous studies suggested that 
pre-industrial or intermediate glacial ice sheet configurations are required to even produce a 
thermal AMOC threshold in the range of glacial-interglacial CO2 concentrations in a full 
GCM and that the presence of a full glacial Laurentide ice sheet prevents such a threshold 
(e.g. Klockmann et al., 2018). In addition, changes in the interto theconnection of marine 
basins, specifically the Bering Strait, also affects AMOC stability (Hu et al. 2012). The values
of the thermal thresholds in our experiments are thus likely sensitive to the model design and
initiation. Pöppelmeier et al. (2021) showed that the sensitivity of Bern3D to freshwater 
hosing increases when additional LGM boundary conditions are prescribed (changed wind 
fields, closed Bering Strait, tidal mixing differences due to sea level changes). The different 
wind fields and tidal mixing strengthened AMOC and increased the salt and heat transport 
into the subpolar North Atlantic. This could mean that stronger cooling is required to stabilise
the water column in the Irminger Sea and reach the first thermal threshold, when the full 
range of glacial boundary conditions are applied. Closure of the Bering Strait increased the 
salt advection feedback, which stabilises the weak circulation state without deep water 
formation in the subpolar North Atlantic. 

Further investigations are needed to determine how changes in strength and location of the 
wind stress due to the ice sheet’s orography, sea level and Bering Strait closure would affect
sea ice formation in the northern North Atlantic and the AMOC thresholds in our simulations 
quantitatively. Since we chose to focus on radiation driven AMOC changes in our 
experiments, we would not expect a close model-data match with reconstructed AMOC 
changes from paleo-records. ORather than attempting a full reconstruction of AMOC 
changes over the last glacial cycles in the context of poorly constrained wind and bathymetry
fields, our simulations show that the reconstructed temperature changes had the potential to 
alter the density field in the North Atlantic by redistributing heat and salt, and that some of 
these changes might have resulted in abruptsudden changes of AMOC strength. By testing 
a wide range of glacial-interglacial temperature changes, our experiments demonstrate that 
the cooling during glacial periods likely contributed to a weakened AMOC. The strength and 
timing of the weakening depends on the actual temperature change in the North Atlantic 
which would have been modulated by changes in winds and ice shields.
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Figure 7: Simulated and reconstructed SST differences from PI over the last glacial cycle in 
the North Atlantic (a, reconstruction by Candy and Alonso-Garcia, 2018) and on the Iberian 
Margin (b, reconstruction by Davtian and Bard, 2023). The model data was interpolated to 
the time points for which proxy reconstructions exist.

By testing a wide range of glacial-interglacial temperature changes, our experiments 
demonstrate that the cooling during glacial periods could have contributed to a weakened 
AMOC (independent of external freshwater fluxes)., In our 780 kyr long experiments, 
temperature changes affect density gradients in the North Atlantic by redistributing heat and 
salt, and some of these changes result in sudden changes of AMOC strength. H but how 
realistic are the simulated changes? Unlike in our simulations, most GCMs participating in 
PMIP4 do not show a shallowing or weakening of the overturning cell under LGM boundary 
conditions (Sherriff-Tadano and Klockmann, 2021). The difference could arise from the static
wind fields that we prescribed, since an ice-sheet related increase in wind speeds over the 
North Atlantic leads to a strengthened AMOC (Klockmann et al., 2018), or different 
representations of processes affecting AABW density changes (e.g. brine rejection, Bouttes 
et al., 2011). A shallower and likely weaker AMOC during peak glacials is however 
consistent with observational data (Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2017, Pöppelmeier et al., 2023). In 
Fig. 7, simulated SST changes from thein between Rockall TroughIreland and the Iceland 
Basin and on the Iberian Margin are compared to proxy-based reconstructions. Circulation 
changes alter the distribution of heat in the North Atlantic, and simulated SST patterns are 
strongly affected by AMOC changes in our model. In response to the stepwise AMOC 
weakening, simulated Atlantic SST also transitions stepwise from the interglacial to glacial 
maximum. Step changes are also an established feature of Atlantic SST reconstructions 
over the last glacial cycle (Ffig. 7), with the biggest steps at 120-110 ka and 80-60 ka also 
captured in our simulations. During glacial inception between 120 ka and 70 ka, the 
amplitudes of reconstructed SST changes in both locations resemble those simulated with 
strong radiative forcing (simulations A6, A7, A8). Afterwards, SSTs in those simulations 
decreased more than in the reconstructions, and the latter closer align more closely with 
weaker radiative forcing (simulations A3, A4). After ~70 ka, shorter millennial-scaleclimatic 
events (Heinrich and Dansgaard-Oeschger) that are not includedpart inof our simulations 
arwere more frequent than before and could affect the comparability between reconstructed 
and simulated SST. Additionally, the further into the glacial cycle, the more the topography 
and wind fields would have deviated from their pre-industrial states that we keept constant 
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throughout the simulations. These factors could cause a shift in AMOC and SST changes 
that are not captured by our simulations.
 

Figure 8: Simulated AMOC changes due to thermal forcing over the last 140 kyr. Gray dots 
indicate AMOC strength estimated from 231Pa/230Th (Böhm et al., 2015, Lippold et al., 2009) 
by assuming a sensitivity of -0.0024 Sv-1 (Rempfer et al., 2017).

Fig. 8 compares the simulated changes in AMOC strength over the last 120 kyr in simulation
set A to indications of AMOC weakening based on 231Pa/230Th from the Bermuda Rise (Böhm
et al., 2015). These simulations A2-A4 have a PI-LGM GMST differences of 4.7-6.2°C 
(within the proxy-constrained and PMIP range and close to the most recent estimate of 
6.1°C by Tierney et al., 2020) and show a shift to a weaker AMOC at the beginning of MIS 4 
around 70 ka ago, when a negative 231Pa/230Th shift occurred. While the simulated radiation-
driven AMOC changes cannot explain weaker or collapsed circulation modes (<11 Sv) 
during Heinrich stadials, this comparison shows that the long term AMOC weakening during 
glacial phases could have been driven by temperature changes. It is important to note that 
AMOC strength estimates based on this 231Pa/230Th record need to be treated with caution. 
Pöppelmeier et al. (2021; 2023) showed a strong local influence on sedimentary proxies at 
this site, and we did not correct the 231Pa/230Th signal for potential productivity changes.

3.4. Meta-stable AMOC modes over the last 788 kyr

Finally, we can test whether our simulations capture the periods with increased frequency of 
AMOC transitions that are indicated by proxies over the last eight glacial cycles. In our 
simulation set A, sudden changes in AMOC strength were most frequent when AMOC 
adopted the simulated changes of AMOC modes II and III variability over the last eight 
glacial cycles are realistic. Using our 788800 kyr long simulations in simulation set A, we 
determined how often and when the radiative forcing pushed the AMOC into  ‘excitable’ 
circulation modesstates, i.e. modes II and III, which show more frequent AMOC strength 
shifts than the interglacial and glacial modes I and IV (Fig. 1 and SI.2).with high AMOC 
strength fluctuationvariability, and how this varied with the applied forcing strengthunder 
each forcing (Fig. 9). In all simulations with dust forcing, the AMOC transitionsed into such 
excitable modesstates in all of the past eight glacial cycles, but the timing of these shifts 
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varies. For example, during the lastultimate glacial cycle, the simulations A2-A4 exhibited an 
intermediate circulation mode during MIS 3 (57-29 ka), when frequent AMOC mode shifts 
occurredwhich is also characterised by an increased frequency of AMOC mode shifts (see 
Ffig. 13). Similar rapid mode switches occurred earlier in the glacial cycle, i.e. during MIS 5d-
e in simulations A6-A8. In these simulations, the AMOC already transitionsed into the glacial 
circulation modestate IV at the beginning of MIS 4 (71-57 ka). In simulations A1-A3, the 
AMOC persistsed in these modesstates for several tens of thousands of years at a time, 
during most glacials. Under stronger radiative forcing, the periods in which AMOC adoptsed 
these modesstates awere shorter and mostly occurred at the start of glacial cycles.

Figure 9: Occurrence of intermediate AMOC modes II and III due to radiative forcing over the
last 788800 kyr in simulation set A. The time periods with intermediate AMOC modestates 
are marked as vertical bars, each row showing the results for a different forcing magnitude 
from simulation set A. At the bottom, δ18O from Lisiecki and Raymo (2005) is shown for 
reference, alongside the time period with confirmed and suspected Dansgaard-Oeschger 
events (light gray bars based on Rousseau et al., 2020, blue and red circles are based on 
reconstructions Barker et al., 2011, who used two different detection thresholds).

We can assess the skill of our simulations at predicting ‘excitable’ meta-stable AMOC 
modestates from the radiative forcing by comparing the output with records of high AMOC 
variability in the past. Simulations A3 and A4 shift into a meta-stable circulation modestate 
during MIS 3, and similarly between 190 and 160 ka during the penultimate glacial cycle, 
and prior to each previous glacial maximum but not during the glacial maxima themselves. 
An ‘excitable’meta-stable AMOC modestate during these intervals seems realistic given the 
high frequency of Dansgaard-Oeschger events in MIS 3 and the suspected occurrence of 
Dansgaard-Oeschger events during MIS 6 (191-123 ka, Rousseau et al. 2020). Similarly, 
Barker et al. (2011), who predicted the occurrence of Dansgaard-Oeschger events during 
previous glacial cycles based on the Antarctic methane and temperature records (with two 
different identification thresholds, red and blue circles in Fig. 9) following the approach of 
Siddall et al. (2006), found a high frequency of occurrence of Dansgaard-Oeschger events 
during MIS 3 and 6, but also throughout most other glacial phases. None of our simulations 
predicts such a ubiquity of ‘excitable’meta-stable AMOC modestates, possibly due to the 
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prescribed boundary conditions although the detection method of Barker et al. (2011) is also 
more uncertain for glacial cycles further back in time. The consistency of the simulated 
radiation-induced AMOC instability with observational indication of millennial-scale AMOC 
variability at least during MIS 3 and 6 in simulations A3 and A4 suggests that these could 
present a more realistic temporal AMOC evolution than the others. Simulations A3 and A4 
also exhibit PI-LGM temperature differences of 5.4 and 6.2°C, respectively, close to the 
proxy-constrained reconstruction (Tierney et al., 2020), and roughly reproduce the 
reconstructed regional SST changes and reduced circulation strength in MIS 3 and 2 (Fig. 7 
and 8).

Thermal conditioning of AMOC excitability is in line with studies that found the existence of a
‘sweet spot’ in atmospheric CO2 radiative forcing which is particularly conducive to short, 
abrupt AMOC perturbations and/or self-sustained AMOC oscillations (e.g. Li and Born, 2019,
Vettoretti et al., 2022). Yet, our simulations do not produce such perturbations, partly due to 
the smoothed forcing and static wind fields (see discussion of model limitations 
abovebelow). The transient circulation modestate switches in response to orbitally-paced 
radiation changes in our simulations are much weaker than those found in other studies 
(Vettoretti et al., 2022, Klockmann et al., 2018, Kuniyoshi et al., 2022), and our simulations 
do not contain oscillations that could directly be compared to Dansgaard-Oeschger events.

3.5. Model limitations

There are limitations to our study, such that we would not expect a close model-data match 
with the paleo-record given that our simulations lack some but important glacial boundary 
conditions and forcings. The location of deep convection is dependent on wind fields, 
bathymetry, and grid resolution, and thus the AMOC thresholds are model and forcing 
dependent. The forcing applied in our simulations captures the albedo effect of varying 
terrestrial ice sheet extent., but wWe do not consider their orography or sea level effects, 
including impacts on the atmospheric circulation. The primary importance of salinity and heat
redistributions as well as sea ice extent in the North Atlantic for the simulated AMOC shifts  
resembles the findings from Ando and Oka (2021)’s hosing experiments under LGM 
conditions and Zhang et al. (2017)’s simulations of AMOC shifts in response to CO2 
changes in half-glacial conditions. While our experiments are run with pre-industrial 
boundary conditions, the initial location of convection sites between Greenland and the 
British Islands (areas with lowest density differences over upper 1000m in Fig. SI.8) 
resembles the LGM and half-glacial circulation states in Ando and Oka (2021) and Zhang et 
al. (2017). Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001) found that the possibility of a southward shift of
deep convection depends on the latitude of prior deep convection and the density field 
further south, and Oka et al. (2012) showed that the location of deep convection and its 
distance from the winter sea ice edge shape thermal thresholds in AMOC strength. We 
previously mentioned the importance of the location of the winter sea ice edge and deep 
convection for the thermal AMOC threshold (Oka et al., 2012), and pP Several controls on 
the location and strength of deep convection in the North Atlantic, that would have affected 
AMOC stability over glacial cycles, have been established. The location of deep convection 
is dependent on wind fields, climate and bathymetry (Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001, Oka 
et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2017), and thus the thermal AMOC thresholds are model and 
forcing dependent (Oka et al., 2012). Our simulations capture the albedo effect of varying 
terrestrial ice sheet extent, but we do not consider their orography or sea level effects, 
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including impacts on the atmospheric circulation. Previous studies suggested that pre-
industrial or intermediate ice sheet configurations are required to even produce a thermal 
AMOC threshold in the range of glacial-interglacial CO2 concentrations and that the 
presence of a full glacial Laurentide ice sheet prevents such a threshold (e.g. Klockmann et 
al., 2018, Malmierca-Vallet and Sime, 2022). Yet Oka et al. (2012) argue that the LGM The 
values of the thermal thresholds in our experiments are thus value is likely very sensitive to 
the model design and forcingsinitiation. Further investigations are needed to determine how 
changes in strength and location of the wind stress due to the ice sheet’s orography would 
affect sea ice formation in the northern North Atlantic and the AMOC thresholds in our 
simulations (Li and Born, 2019). Our simulations show that the temperature changes 
associated with the last glacial cycles  

4. Conclusions

Our study demonstrates the existence of thermal AMOC thresholds and multiple stable 
circulation modestates in the Bern3D model. This adds to previous studies showing that 
thermal AMOC thresholds emerge in a range of Earth system models varying in complexity 
and number of components coupled (Zhang et al., 1993), in particular, they also arise in an 
energetically and hydrologically coupled ocean-sea ice-atmosphere model of intermediate 
complexity like Bern3D. These thresholds shape the response in the simulated AMOC to 
radiative orbital and atmospheric composition-driven temperature changes over the last 
788800 kyr. During this period the AMOC transitions between up to four stable circulation 
modestates. The full glacial and interglacial circulation modestates are most stable, as 
relatively strong forcing is required to push the AMOC out of them. In contrast, the 
intermediate AMOC modestates are more sensitive to perturbations as small variations in 
orbital and radiative forcing are able to push the circulation out of these modestates. This 
behaviour resembles the one found in more complex General Circulation Models that exhibit 
self-sustained oscillations at ‘sweetspot’ CO2 levels, which lie between glacial and 
interglacial values. Thus, our simulations suggest that radiative forcing could have created 
time periods during which highly sensitive intermediate AMOC modesstates occurred 
repeatedly over the last 788800 kyr.
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